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VanPlay DRAFT Goal Statements 

For community and stakeholder consultation May 2018 
Vancouver’s stunning, world-class parks are the culmination of more than a century of committed effort by 
the Vancouver Park Board. From our world-renowned seawalls to our lush destination gardens to our network 
of vibrant neighbourhood parks, it’s a legacy we’re proud of.  

We heard you, over 7,000 of you, and as a result have drafted these ten goals that we believe will not only 
improve our parks and recreation, but also enrich the beauty and livability of Vancouver. Intended to be bold, 
these goals are broad outcomes which where can make parks and recreation more equitable, accessible, 
inclusive and resilient over the next 25 years.  

These draft goals were developed based on public, partner, staff and stakeholder input and preliminary 
research into best practices and precedents from around the world.  

Your feedback, along with technical and staff inputs, will be used to refine the goals and develop the draft 
Vancouver’s Playbook. If we hear that we are on the right path, we’ll work on how to make them happen. In 
the next phase you’ll be invited to help us shape the big moves and implementation plan which will support 
taking on these goals over the next 10 years – Vancouver’s Playbook. 

By joining in the discussion and giving us your feedback you’ll be helping to shape the future of our vibrant city 
for decades. 
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Protect existing parks and recreation spaces from loss, 
encroachment and densification  
While Vancouver has more park space today than it did 25 years ago, the significant increase in our population 
and the city’s growing densification has put greater pressure on our parks’ system. This is especially true in 
neighbourhoods like Vancouver’s downtown, Mt. Pleasant, False Creek and the Cambie corridor where the 
majority of new residents are living in condos with little or no access to private outdoor space or to nature.  

That means the park space we do have is working harder to meet our collective needs. That’s why today it’s 
more important than ever that we preserve our existing parks and recreation spaces not for just for now, but 
for future generations. 

With growth comes the necessity for new roads and infrastructure, but finding space for these is increasingly 
challenging and can result in encroachment, including on our solar access. Shadows from new buildings 
adjacent to parks can dramatically change the nature of these green spaces and our enjoyment of them. And 
while the city has worked hard to balance the need for new buildings while maintaining solar access for our 
parks and streets, the building of increasingly taller structures needs to be carefully considered. We believe 
that sunshine is a fundamental building block of our parks, which is why we’re developing clear policy to help 
preserve it through great design.  

To prepare for tomorrow, we must preserve and honour what we have today. To that end, the Park Board is 
committed to safeguarding our existing parks and recreation system, and to ensure it continues to flourish for 
many years to come. 

 

Prioritize the delivery of resources to where they are 
needed most 
Vancouver is a city of diverse neighbourhoods with very different needs, including the need for parks and 
recreation facilities. Add to this, not all neighbourhoods of the city have equal access when it comes to the 
accessibility of green spaces. That’s why the Park Board is working to ensure the equitable delivery of our 
limited resources. 

There are many ways to measure accessibility of parks – the walking distance to green spaces, the availability 
of public transportation or how many people are vying for use of the same patch of grass, the kinds of facilities 
and programs offered once you reach the park and whether those are what’s needed for that particular 
community.  

Some neighbourhoods require more resources in order to have the same level of access and service as others, 
which is why the Park Board is developing a comprehensive mapping and analysis system to measure the 
accessibility of parks and services throughout Vancouver.  

This process will allow us to locate those neighbourhoods that require additional services and to help address 
the shortfalls, because it is only by prioritizing our investments that we improve the accessibility of our parks 
and facilities for those who need them most.  
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Identify community needs for sport, cultural and social 
experiences 
Vancouver’s growing population means more people with competing ideas of what a park should be. Some 
are looking for a quiet spot, some a setting for social gatherings, and still others a place to play sports. 
Balancing these different interests is a challenge, which is why the Park Board is working to identify each 
community’s core needs and adapt spaces and facilities to meet them.  

With increased density comes a growing number of people living with limited to no access to personal outdoor 
space. This has many of us looking to our city parks to fill that need. Our green spaces and facilities also 
provide an important venue for youth and senior’s groups, arts and cultural organizations, recreational 
programs and sports teams. 

To accommodate these valuable groups we need more flexible parks and facilities. In some cases this means 
designing new spaces, in others repurposing underused existing ones. It is only by identifying core needs for 
different types of parks and recreation amenities, that we can make trade-offs to balance  all the needs of our 
diverse and vibrant communities.  

 

Focus on core responsibilities of the park board, and be 
a supportive ally to partners 
We all know what it is to be spread too thin. At the Park Board, our limited budget and resources compromise 
our ability to meet the public demand for amenities and services. This sometimes means having to say no to 
exciting new opportunities. By encouraging and supporting our partner organizations, we can share in the 
delivery of many aspects of our parks’ system, allowing the Park Board to focus on its crucial core 
responsibilities. 

The Vancouver Park Board has a proud history of providing outstanding park and recreation experiences – 
from adventure playgrounds, to stunning public gardens, to lifeguards on duty at our beaches. Helping us to 
deliver those valuable services are dozens of hardworking partner organizations, including Community Centre 
Associations that encourage health and wellbeing through educational, cultural, social and sports 
programming. 

By working with our existing partners and developing new ones, our communities are able to enjoy diverse 
programming and services. It’s a relationship that can provide our partners with much-needed venues and the 
necessary infrastructure to respond to their community’s requirements.  

Meanwhile, we at the Park Board can take the time to revisit and, when needed, recalibrate our core 
responsibilities allowing us to continue to meet the needs of the public and our partners. 
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Adapt our parks and recreation amenities to address 
climate change 
Our rapidly changing climate can already be felt here in Vancouver, with warmer, wetter winters and hotter, 
drier summers. These changes will have numerous implications for people, parks and infrastructure. So how 
do we prepare for the difficult road ahead? At the Park Board, we have already begun to protect our 
population and our green spaces, both for today and the decades ahead. 

Scientists predict that sea levels in Vancouver may rise by a meter in the next 80 years. Now consider that 
those rising waters will threaten some of our most precious shoreline parks and beaches. The Park Board is 
working to safeguard our waterfront by rebuilding aging seawalls to withstand more powerful storm surges, 
and helping to restore our coasts’ natural resiliency by re-establishing the wetlands and salt marsh that helped 
protect them. 

Drought tolerant vegetation is also key to reducing the effects of climate on our green spaces. By changing our 
palette of plants and trees we can help adapt our parks and green areas to reduced rainfall and increasingly 
warmer temperatures. 

Helping the people in our communities deal with climate change is also integral to the Park Board. Planting 
additional and more adaptable trees in neighbourhoods that lack green canopy provides shade and reduces 
temperatures. And by opening up our community centres during periods of extreme heat or cold, we can 
provide vulnerable residents with a comfortable and secure place. 

These measures will not only work to protect and preserve our environment, they will help maintain the 
safety of our citizens and the health and beauty of our parks. 

 

Create a green network that will connect our parks, 
waterfront and recreation areas  
The Park Board has a history of big ideas, none more influential than our world-renowned 22-km seawall. But 
for many areas of the city access to the waterfront is very limited. Along the Fraser River, shoreline access is 
restricted and on the east side the Port of Vancouver occupies much of the waterfront. 

Although Vancouver’s well-loved parks are well distributed across neighbourhoods, connecting to and from 
our green spaces and recreation areas can be a challenge. To address it, we at the Park Board envision a vast 
network of running and walking paths, bike routes and habitat corridors. This will allow us to travel not only 
from park to park, but to easily connect from the downtown core to our city’s beautiful shorelines. 

At the Park Board, we’re working to not only preserve and reclaim our waterfront, but to make it more 
accessible to everyone. Creating a citywide network of parks, greens spaces, shorelines and recreation areas 
will dramatically change the way we navigate our city and enhance our commutes to work, school and 
recreation. And by integrating exercise into our day-to-day lives, we improve our health and well being while 
seeing the city from a new perspective.   
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Restore Vancouver’s wild spaces and vital biodiversity 
Although Vancouver is surrounded by wild spaces, the city itself has very few of them. You’ve told us that you 
want more access in the city to nature, including the opportunity to watch birds, see salmon spawn or just 
admire our majestic trees. The Park Board is working to restore the city’s environmental integrity by 
reintroducing wild spaces, rehabilitating our shorelines and re-establishing our tree canopy, 

In the years prior to the development of environmental values and legislation, many of Vancouver’s streams 
were filled in and much of its forests cleared. Today just 6% of the city’s natural areas are still intact.  

We have much to learn from Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh nations who have managed and 
stewarded the landscape since time immemorial. Their knowledge of horticultural cultivation, sustainability 
and maintaining ecological health has the potential to transform our relationship with nature. 

That’s why the Park Board is supporting the region’s rich biodiversity by enhancing habitat for birds, restoring 
salt marsh at New Brighton Park, daylighting creeks and streams, planting trees throughout the city to 
improve the health of our forest canopy, and encouraging stewardship so city residents can actively take part 
in the care and protection of our urban forest.  

These initiatives won’t just improve access to nature for us humans – healthy green spaces also provide 
wildlife corridors for our rich bird population and, of course, our many four-legged friends. 

 

Foster a system of parks and recreation spaces that are 
safe and welcoming to all 
A core challenge for the Park Board is to continue to create welcoming parks and recreation services for all. 
That’s why we are committed to improving the safety and inclusiveness of our spaces through programming, 
education, activities and events. 

Our green spaces and recreational facilities encourage all members of the community to connect not only with 
the outdoors, but also one another. Social connection contributes to our physical and mental health, helps 
alleviate feelings of loneliness and isolation, and improves our overall resilience.   

At the Park Board, we will continue to foster a welcoming environment for all, regardless of income, ability, 
gender, sexual orientation, age, or ethnicity. Our initiatives include our Leisure Access Program, which makes 
recreation more affordable for low-income residents; gender neutral washrooms, upgraded pathways, beach 
mats and Jericho’s new adaptive pier to improve access for persons with disabilities; and swim and fitness 
programs that offer a safe space for the Trans, Gender Diverse and Two-Spirited communities.  
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Seek truth as a foundation for reconciliation with 
Musqueam, Squamish, Tsleil-Waututh nations 
The City of Vancouver was founded on the unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-
Waututh, and those Nations endured decades of unjust treatment at the hands of the colonizers. At the Park 
Board, we are committed to the hard work of truth telling; the acknowledgment that First Nations are integral 
rights holders in the future of public parks and lands; the important process of reconciliation with the 
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Nations; and working towards a relationship built on equality and 
reciprocity.  

Our steps towards reconciliation have included hiring a reconciliation planner and Canada’s first archaeologist 
focused on First Nations cultural history. Going forward we are committed to celebrating Musqueam, 
Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh culture through their art and stories; expressing First Nations values in park 
design, signage, programming and events that clearly and visibly reflect their communities; acknowledging 
First Nation’s intricate understanding of the environment; and learning from them in the design and 
programming of parks. 

 

Secure adequate and ongoing funding for the repair, 
renewal and replacement of our aging parks and 
recreation system 
Today, Vancouver’s parks are at a major crossroads. Many of our green spaces were created and their facilities 
built nearly half a century ago. Now they’re in need of significant repair. At the Park Board, we’re looking to 
secure funding dedicated to the ongoing maintenance of our green spaces, and the renewal and replacement 
of our aging recreation facilities.  

Many of Vancouver’s recreation spaces and facilities were created during a rapid period of growth in the 
1960’s, 70’s and 80’s. Now these facilities are showing their age and their renewal and repair is necessary. Our 
city’s growing population also means more people are using our recreation spaces, which increases their 
ongoing upkeep and repair costs.  

With limited funds available for the maintenance, renewal and replacement of existing parks and facilities, we 
at the Park Board are faced with some tough decisions about where we allocate what money we do have. 
That’s why we’re working towards funding that prioritizes looking after these valuable green and recreation 
spaces.  

These strategies will not only improve the publics’ enjoyment of our parks and recreation amenities today, but 
also safeguard their long-term sustainability for future generations.  


